Moving towards a new paradigm for woody detritus management
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In the last decade, woody detritus, particularly the coarse fraction, has become an important focus of many scientific and management questions. Although the role of this material in providing habitat and carbon cycling is generally understood, perspectives on its role in nutrient cycling are still evolving. Based on what is known to date, forest managers are moving away from a "blanket" removal of all the woody detritus possible to leaving and even enhancing the amounts in forests. This leaves open the question of how much woody detritus is required to sustain ecosystem functions. Initially this has been solved by the application of static minimum standards based on a set of general objectives, but in the future a more dynamic and specific objective-oriented approach should be developed. The increasing number of studies on tree mortality and decomposition are giving a global view of how these processes vary with forest type and climate. These data also provide the basis for a dynamic rather than a static approach to the management of woody detritus. However, to be successful, this perspective must be coupled with a detailed understanding of how certain species and ecosystem processes vary with the amount of woody detritus.
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Woody detritus is an important component of forest ecosystems reducing erosion and affecting soil development; storing nutrients and water; providing a major source of energy and nutrients; serving as a seedbed for plants and as a major habitat for decomposers and heterotrophs (Ausmus 1977, Harmon et al. 1986, Franklin et al. 1987, Kirby and Drake 1993, Samuelsson et al. 1994, McMinn and Crossley 1996, McCombe and Lindenmayer 1999). As knowledge of these important roles in forest ecosystems has increased so has the need to manage this material as to maintain these functions. Although we are moving away from a period when woody detritus was given only economic, engineering, or safety considerations, we have not fully replaced this paradigm with a new one. In this paper, I outline what this new paradigm might be and point out the types of scientific knowledge that will be required to make it a reality.

Historical perspective on management: the US Pacific Northwest case

"Those who ignore the past are doomed to repeat it." Sound advice, therefore before describing what the future of woody detritus management might look like, it might be best to describe what has happened in the past. As forest resources have been harvested throughout the world the attitudes toward that harvest and the value of those resources have changed with time. Although each region of the globe has had a unique development, there are certain trends they share. These general patterns can be illustrated by the historical trends in the US Pacific Northwest, a major region of timber resource development and as it turns out one of the regions where woody detritus management has been rapidly changing.
The unlimited resource

As the US Pacific Northwest region was initially developed the timber resources were viewed as being limitless. Moreover, the timber resource was often viewed as being in the way of "progress." This attitude had two consequences: 1) low utilization standards with the highest quality wood harvested and the rest being left to decompose and 2) a removal of forests by harvest or other means such as fire. Early this century some stumps were up to 6 m tall (Gibbons 1918), and stumps 3–4 m tall were not unusual (Conway 1982). Trees were cut this way to avoid butt rots and flair at the base of the trees. Reports at this time indicate >10% of the stand volume was left in stumps (Gibbons 1918) with considerably more in the form of unharvested "undersized" trees. Between 1920 and 1930, stump height was reduced to 1–1.75 m, amounting to 6–7% of the total bole volume. In the 1910s the typical diameter of logs left after harvest was 43 cm (Hanzlik et al. 1917). During the 1920s it was common to leave logs <35–56 cm diameter depending upon the length (Hodgson 1930). In 1910, the typical harvest of an old-growth stand would have left 65% of the live woody organic matter aboveground as slash. This is close to the amount that would be left on site after a catastrophic fire or windthrow with no subsequent timber salvage (Agee and Huff 1987, Spies et al. 1988). While woody detritus in forest ecosystems was not being deliberately managed at this stage, it was certainly being changed. In upland forest the amount of wood detritus increased at this time because the catastrophic disturbance rate was being increased as timber harvest increased (i.e., the mean fire return interval was 200 yr whereas timber was being harvested at a rate that the mean return interval was >100 yr). This change increased the input of woody detritus and therefore increased the average landscape level of woody detritus above those of the historical average (Fig. 1). In contrast to the upland system, in the riverine system woody detritus was being removed and burned to improve safety and transportation, effectively increasing the decomposition rate-constant. This lead to a decrease in woody detritus stores in riverine systems at the time that upland stores were increasing.

Woody detritus as waste

The next stage of development was largely a response to the previous one. As the timber resource was removed deliberately or by accident, it became scarcer and therefore more valuable. What was originally an unlimited resource was then seen as a limited resource that required more efficient management. Forests were therefore seen to be in the need of protection from natural (wind, fire, insects, fungal) and man-caused disturbances (fire, agricultural clearing). Moreover, utilization standards that removed only the "best" volume became viewed as wasteful. Improvements in utilization standards by the 1940s lead to a five- to tenfold drop in stumps height to 0.6 m (Poole 1950). More significantly a trend of removing smaller diameter trees and tops started with 30 cm being the minimum in the 1930s and steadily downward to 13–15 cm today. The forestry literature at this time in the US Pacific Northwest is full of examples of economic waste. For example, Hodgson (1930) calculated that the mass of sound wood left after harvest in western Oregon and Washington forests during the 1920s exceeded the entire amount cut for pulp over
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the entire United States! As another example, re-logging of former harvest units was economically viable for several decades (Hodgson 1930).

While changing to a more efficient form of harvest made economic sense as resources became scare, it also had some very important consequences that did not make ecological sense. The earlier harvest practices were viewed as wasteful and therefore woody detritus became the symbol of that waste regardless of its origin. Not only were forest utilization standards improved to reduce this wastefulness, but also the symbol of that waste "had" to be removed. It was the latter step that led to potential ecological problems, but these were not anticipated. Rather, many justifications concerning sanitation, productivity, fire protection, and logger safety that went far beyond changing wasteful practices were developed. These justifications took on a life of their own even though they often had no basis in fact. For example, pathogens were thought to spread from dead trees, but with very rare exceptions this was not true as the pathogens lived primarily on living trees (Cramer 1974). Fire-killed trees and wind-throws "had" to be removed because pathogens and insects would threaten the surrounding living trees. Bark beetles became a general rational for dead tree removal. This is despite the fact that many species of trees (e.g., *Tsuga heterophylla* and *Thuja plicata*) are generally not attacked by these "pest" insects. Even those trees that do support these insects (*Pseudotsuga menziesii*) often do not form good habitat for beetles that cause extensive and long-term infestations (Powers et al. 1999). Snag felling was extensively practiced to promote safety, and yet many of the areas in which this practice was carried out had vanishingly low probabilities of snags damaging buildings, vehicles, or humans at least there was no detectable increase in incidents when the practice was stopped. Logs were removed to ease tree planting, when the major problem in slowing planting was small and not large slash material.

The ultimate expression of this phase of development occurred when not only the wasteful practices were stopped and recently killed trees that could be economically utilized were removed, but when woody detritus that could not be utilized for anything except firewood was removed and eliminated by burning. This era of piling unmerchantable material (PUM) and yarding unmerchantable material (YUM) represented a phase in which the existence of woody detritus was not to be tolerated even if it cost a great deal of money to remove it. As such it represented waste removal carried to its illogical extreme. It also led to a landscape in which woody detritus was far below any historical level (Fig. 1).

Ecological functions

Not only did PUM and YUM practices have an economic downside associated with the cost of yarding and burning, they started to have impacts on the ecological system. Research started in response to these practices that revealed many of the functions we take for granted today (Mas, and Trappe 1984, Harmon et al. 1986). The search also began for a more balanced way to deliberately manage woody detritus in the ecosystem. The first idea was to develop minimum standards for the amount of woody detritus to be retained in harvested units. Minimum standards were set a number of ways, but most frequently in the US Pacific Northwest they were based on the minimum numbers of pieces or volume found in old-growth forests (Spies and Franklin 1991). To serve certain functions it was also recognized that minimum diameters and lengths needed to be provided. While the emphasis on upland systems was on the time of harvest, a point when woody detritus could either be enhanced or retained, the focus on riparian systems was on restoration with wood actually either being added artificially from outside the system or produced naturally in designated riparian buffer zones.

While minimum standards are an improvement in terms of retaining ecological functions, they also have certain problems as currently practiced. First, while they have the potential to increase woody detritus above the level of the previous era, they also have the effect of homogenizing the amount of woody detritus over space and time. As woody detritus in a natural system is highly variable it is not clear what this homogenization implies for many ecosystem functions. Minimum standards are easy to set and enforce but often are difficult to apply - what happens when you are managing stages of succession or forest types where the amount of woody detritus is naturally lower than the minimum? Should wood be added to make it comply with the standards? These questions often confront the manager trying to apply one size fits all standards. Second, the minimum standard approach is mute on how the minimum should be determined. Ideally this should be determined by the trade-off between ecological and economic gains and desired outcomes (Wikström and Ericksson 2000). However, in practice this has been settled by balancing the amount of woody detritus against the economic cost. This system inevitably leads to the factor that can be quantified (i.e., economics) having more weight than the qualitative factor (i.e., we need some more woody detritus). Third, because the management intervention for the upland system occurs during harvest, minimum standards lead to static management of a dynamic entity. Thus, once the minimum standard has been met, the tendency is to assume that ecosystem functions will be provided despite the fact the system is very likely to change over the decades between harvests.
"Morticulture" and the elements of a new management system

Clearly a paradigm that moves beyond minimum standards needs to be developed. But how will it be developed and what will it look like? We might start with the name of this new system and see where that leads us. Suppose in the future there will be a "morticulture" as well as a silviculture. Although I often offer this name in jest, it does have some serious points in its favor. It emphasizes the culturing of something, in this case woody detritus. As with silviculture it would meet future needs, but instead of the type of logs to be harvested, it would deal with the methods to produce woody detritus structures for ecosystem function. It would have a similar attitude about manipulating stand structure and, as in modern silviculture, acknowledge the dynamic nature of the system being managed. And one would not embark on morticultural steps unless one understood exactly what the ecosystem response would be (just as in silviculture, one should not be applying methods without trying to reach some goal in terms of species mixtures, forest product markets, etc.). In addition to these obvious parallels morticulture should take advantage of past silvicultural experience. In fact its implementation should be considered in close conjunction with silviculture and not in isolation. Below I outline in more detail some of the features of this new system.

Linking live and dead trees

Although developing a viable morticulture will require new knowledge, in many cases it will require that we apply what we already know. For example, we already know that live trees eventually form dead trees, but it is amazing how this dynamic is often missing from current forest management thinking. Thus the current tendency to use wood produced from the old-growth stand at the time of forest conversion and harvest to meet the future needs of the system. Unfortunately the new plantation forest system does not have the capacity to maintain this amount of woody detritus unless it is modified considerably in terms of rotation length and fraction of live trees retained (Spies et al. 1988, Franklin et al. 1997).

A similar disjunction occurs between standing dead trees (i.e., snags) and downed dead trees (i.e., logs). Clearly snags eventually fall to the ground to become logs, although some live trees fall to become logs without first becoming snags. An examination of management plans, inventories, and even the scientific literature indicates that there is just as significant a failure to link snags and logs as there is to link live and dead trees. Yet they are clearly all part of the same overall system. One way to functionally link these forms of wood is to use a common currency to examine their state and dynamics. The actual units used may differ depending on the objectives, but the current tendency to compare, for example, volume of logs to numbers of snags is unnecessarily reinforcing their separation.

The dynamic wood pool

As mentioned above, managers of woody detritus currently tend to think about woody detritus management in static terms. So rather than ask at which rate woody detritus is created or lost, they tend to think about the amount that should be there. This is another case where we already know the processes that control woody detritus dynamics, but we are not applying this knowledge. Clearly we need to learn more about the processes of mortality, disturbance, decomposition, fire consumption, and movement, but I maintain the most significant problem is switching from a static to a dynamic perspective. Below I briefly review what is known about these processes.

Mortality is the process that creates woody detritus. It can occur by natural causes or by human-related causes. It can occur as single parts (e.g., branch pruning), as single individuals, or as entire stands (i.e., as landscape units). Forest management in the past century has focused on how to lower mortality rates via thinning, fire protection, etc. Ironically the next century of forest management may be occupied with how to increase mortality when and where we want it. Despite the foresters preoccupation with reducing mortality, it is surprising how little is known about the actual rates of mortality in forests (Franklin et al. 1987). This lack of knowledge may have been caused by the fact one needs to observe a population over time to determine rates and causes, although some stand reconstruction methods can give rough approximations of long-term rates (McCune et al. 1988). Mortality rates are commonly thought to be highest in older forests (shades of our old friend waste reduction?), but they actually tend to be highest during the self-thinning stage of succession. For the forests that have been studied old-growth rates appear to be one third to half those of the self-thinning stage (Franklin et al. 1987). There is also a tendency to only consider self-thinning in models of mortality, but this too is a mistake. Trees are often killed by causes unrelated to density such as wind, ice damage, insects, pathogens, and sometimes accidents (e.g., the second highest cause of death in US Pacific Northwest forests is being crushed by another tree or snag [Franklin et al. 1987]). At the continental scale the tendency is for mortality to increase with productivity, although the cause of this relationship is not clear. Tropical forests have the highest mortality rates (0.0167 yr⁻¹) followed by deciduous (0.012 yr⁻¹) and then evergreen forests (0.01 yr⁻¹) (Harmon et al. 2001).

Although disturbances such as fire and timber harvest obviously cause mortality directly, they also increase the chances that the surviving trees will die (Franklin et al. 1997) because survivors are exposed to increased insect at-
Decomposition is the fundamental process that regulates the loss of woody detritus. While many insect species are associated with this process, basidiomycete fungi are probably the most important wood decomposers. Many factors control the rate of wood decomposition, ranging from the chemical and physical nature of the wood, to decomposers involved, to the environment at the micro- and macro-levels. This leads to a very complicated pattern of decomposition that is variable over the scale of meters. In northwestern Russia, for example, one can find logs under moss mats that are waterlogged, next to stumps that have optimum moisture, next to snags that are too dry to decompose except in their lowest meter of height (Krankina and Harmon 1995). There have been some attempts to measure the rate of the decomposition process over time (Harmon et al. 1999, 2000), but these are relatively rare today. The majority of studies of woody detritus decomposition use a chronosequence approach which substitutes space for time. There is a great deal of data on decomposition rates of wood relative to mortality. On the macro-scale decomposition rates decrease from tropical (0.176 yr\(^{-1}\)) to deciduous (0.080 yr\(^{-1}\)) to evergreen forests (0.032 yr\(^{-1}\)) (Harmon et al. 2001). Deciduous shrublands of the tropical zone appears to have the highest decomposition rate-constant, possibly due to the presence of termites. Although tropical forests have the highest decomposition rate-constants of any major biome, the distribution of values appears bimodal with a peak at <0.04 yr\(^{-1}\) and another at >0.12 yr\(^{-1}\) (Harmon et al. 2001). This may be a reflection of two groups of species; one containing compounds toxic to fungi and insects in their heartwood and a second group that has little decay-resistance. In contrast, evergreen and deciduous ecosystems appear to have unimodal distributions of decomposition rates.

Fire consumption is another process that removes woody detritus. This process is highly variable and likely to change from ecosystem to ecosystem and even from fire to fire. Past research indicates consumption of woody detritus increases as moisture and piece diameter decrease, and as the degree of decay increases (Brown et al. 1985, Rienhardt et al. 1991). It is also clear that in most situations the consumption of large woody detritus is linked to consumption of the forest floor. The reason appears to be related to the extremely loose packing of woody detritus. To burn there must be a positive feedback of energy between pieces and given the distance between large pieces of wood this feedback is very low. Therefore for coarse wood this positive feedback is with the underlying forest floor. This is important because it means that without deep forest floor layers large pieces of woody detritus will not be completely consumed even when the moisture content is extremely low (try burning a single log however dry in a fire place without another log or finer fuels).

The nature of the fire can also determine future decomposition rates. The classic idea is that charring slows decomposition, but this is probably only true for wood that is in the intermediate stages of decomposition. Fire charred trees are typically quite attractive to decomposers such as insects, many of which specialize on this form of mortality. Wood that has been fully colonized by decomposers is also likely to be little affected by charring, although increasing light absorbance is likely to heat the wood and lead to faster biological activity. Charring seems to only slow decomposition in logs that have the decayed portions fully removed, thus eliminating the normal sequence of colonization. Finally it is often stated that fires removed much of the woody detritus prior to fire protection efforts; therefore after decades of fire suppression current levels of woody detritus are artificially high. Perhaps, but these same fires would have killed trees that replaced the dead ones they consumed. Given the ratio of dead to live trees observed in most forests (0.05–0.30) very little mortality would be required to offset these losses (Harmon 1992). This may be the reason why two fire regimes in Oregon that differed four-fold in the frequency of fires had very similar amounts of woody detritus (Wright 1998). Those differences that did exist were more likely caused by environmental differences that lead to an increased rate of decomposition in the more frequent fire regime.

All these process rates vary with time, a dynamic that causes woody detritus to undergo changes over succession. While there are undoubtedly many patterns of change following a disturbance, a few common patterns can be created by varying: 1) the interval between disturbances, 2) the amount of wood removed by the disturbance, 3) the mortality rate, and 4) the decomposition rate. The simplest case is for old-field succession where both live and dead mass start at 0 (Fig. 2). In this case live and dead mass accumulation parallel each other. A more complicated situation occurs after a catastrophic natural disturbance. Assuming the disturbance removes a minimum of wood (e.g., wind throw), woody detritus at the time of disturbance is equal to former live biomass and the deadwood mass just before the disturbance. This peak is followed by a monotonic decline to a steady-state mass that is determined by the mortality and decomposition rates. When the disturbance removes a fraction of the woody mass (e.g., timber harvest) the quantity right after the disturbance can range anywhere between zero to that found after windthrow. In the example given in Fig. 2, the woody detritus mass declines below the steady-state value and then increases to this level. This is because the replacement of woody detritus lags behind decomposition in the middle stages of succession (Harmon et al. 1986, Spies et al. 1988). Perhaps the most complicated case is when forests are converted to intensive, short-rotation forestry. Here the live mass does not recover to the steady-state level and a large fraction of the mortality is removed as inter-
mediate timber harvest in thinning and salvage. This leads to a decrease in the store of woody detritus to a value much lower than the steady-state value.

Response functions

Knowing the dynamics of the woody detritus is not sufficient for deciding how much woody detritus is adequate. This requires knowledge of how various organisms or ecosystem functions vary with the amount and arrangement of this material. Unfortunately this is probably the weakest portion of the science behind morticulture (and the hardest type of question to answer). The first problem is that we have tended to examine ecosystem and habitat functions either with or without woody detritus. But what we really need at this stage is a continuous response. While there are few examples of continuous response functions, some do exist. Butts and McCombe (2000) examined the response of salamanders in western Oregon to the presence of woody detritus (Fig. 3). They found that the abundance of some genera (Anoectes and Ensatina) was highly correlated to the volume of woody detritus present, while others were completely indifferent (Taricha).

From a theoretical standpoint one would expect that different ecosystem and habitat functions would have different responses to the amount of woody detritus (Fig. 4). A relatively small volume of wood might fulfill some functions, such as insect habitat, as long as the right species, size, and decay stage are provided. One might expect this type of response from any species with a small size, high reproductive rate, and high vagility. Vertebrates on the other hand might require larger volumes of woody detritus, in part of because of their larger individual size, but also because they may require more connectivity of the wood itself to serve the function required (e.g., travel corridors). Some response functions might increase to a saturation point, whereas others might reach an optimum above which the function decreases. A possible example of the latter might be the response of fish to increases in woody detritus abundance. At first habitat quality might be increased, but with too much woody detritus in the stream movements, food production, and other factors might become limiting. The same might be true for nutrient cy-
Fig. 4. Hypothetical examples of species and ecosystem response functions to changes in the abundance of woody detritus. Note that both scales are relative, with the response function having a maximum of 1.0 and a minimum of -1 and the woody detritus scale ranging from 0 (no woody detritus) to 100 units of mass or volume.

cycling. Adding wood initially might increase the addition of nitrogen via asymbiotic fixation and might provide habitat for some mycorrhizae. But at some point woody detritus would tie up so many nutrients and cover so much of the forest floor that plants might have limited places to establish. While all these are theoretical responses, they do indicate range of types one is likely to see in nature.

Compensatory factors

It would be a simple world indeed if we could treat responses to woody detritus in isolation. In reality the woody detritus resource interacts with others to determine the overall function of the ecosystem. To some degree these interactions might compensate for a decrease in woody detritus. For example, bacteria in woody detritus undoubtedly fix nitrogen that eventually becomes available to plants. It stands to reason that removal of this woody detritus would therefore decrease nitrogen inputs, but this might be compensated for by symbiotic nitrogen fixation in plants or lichens. Unfortunately the same zealous attention to decreasing waste and increasing productivity of merchantable volume that has lead to the removal of woody detritus has also lead to the removal of both these symbiotic forms of nitrogen inputs.

Perhaps the more complicated question to answer is why other types of structures may or may not compensate for woody detritus. For some organisms, such as insects and fungi, this compensation is easily determined given that they often require woody detritus to fulfill certain life stages (Renvall 1995, Rydin et al. 1997, Jonsell et al. 1998). For others such as small mammals there may not be such a clear obligate relationship. If woody detritus serves as cover for small mammals, then another form of cover might be able to compensate for a lack of woody detritus. This suggests that in addition to developing response curves, we must understand what exactly the woody detritus is providing the organism or ecosystem. If there are no other ways to provide this function then the amount of woody detritus is crucial. If on the other hand other structures or processes can provide them, then we may be more flexible in the amount of material we leave.

Spatial considerations

The final element to forming a new management paradigm for woody detritus management involves spatial arrangement. This can be at the level of pieces, stands, and landscapes. At the landscape level the first consideration might be whether the process or habitat provided by woody detritus is ubiquitous or restricted to certain locations. If it is ubiquitous then keeping a minimum level throughout the landscape may be adequate. An example of a ubiquitous process might be nutrient cycling as it goes on everywhere regardless of the amount of woody detritus. If the habitat is restricted, one must consider the connectivity to other similar habitats or locations. If the species using woody detritus habitats have a high reproductive capacity and are vagile, spatial distribution may be of minor concern as long as the habitat appears somewhere each year (Jonsell and Norlander 1995, Jonsell et al. 1999). On the other hand, for species with low reproductive capacity and restricted movements one may need to carefully design where and when the woody detritus habitat occurs in the landscape. In addition, one may need to consider metapopulation dynamics (Hanski 1991). This problem might be addressed by providing stable areas in which populations dependent on woody detritus are kept high and can serve as sources to the surrounding, lower quality, and shifting habitats that are population sinks. While the latter are temporary they would function to keep the overall abundance of the organism high at the landscape level. Metapopulation structure considerations may be influenced by the direction from which the landscape is being
developed. In regions that have a great amount of high quality habitat one might be able to design a self-sufficient landscape of source and sink populations. This will not be the case where one is trying to restore woody detritus functions to a "degraded" landscape. Here one might have to locate source populations outside the landscape of interest or create the woody detritus habitat and then wait for the chance dispersal of the desired organisms.

While the bulk of recent ecological thinking about the spatial dimension has been on the landscape level, spatial considerations may also influence the function of woody detritus at finer levels of spatial resolution. If the primary function of downed woody detritus for small mammals is as protective cover from predators, the connectivity of individual logs might be important. One would hypothesize that the greater the connectivity of pieces the lower the exposure to predation. Unfortunately there are no studies that I know of that have looked at this problem from a theoretical or empirical perspective. Another question involving the spatial distribution of logs involves the effect of logs on soil forming processes. Tinker and Knight (1999) asked how long it takes logs to influence the entire soil surface. In lodgepole pine forests they found that it depends on the woody detritus management regime, with natural disturbances having a far shorter "log-rotation" time than current intensive forest practices. Interestingly, they found that minor modifications of current practices would shorten the log-rotation time to that observed for natural disturbances. Further work along these lines might add a great deal of insight into the long-term function of woody detritus in ecosystems.

Integration

Given these elements, how might this new paradigm of morticulture work? It would probably start by answering the question of which species or processes are to be maintained, restored, or otherwise managed (Fig. 5). Then one would answer the question of what the target levels for these functions should be. Before assessing the amount of woody detritus to be maintained or added to meet this functional target one would assess the landscape context for the management action. Are there limitations of populations or processes that would limit the desired response? If not one would proceed to design a plan to add wood so as to maintain the desired level. But if there are landscape limitations, then these should be addressed before planning at the stand-level proceeds. One’s ability to circumvent these limitations will probably be highly dependent on the given landscape; in some cases the particular patch being treated might be part of an overall plan to reduce these landscape-level limitations. The plan to produce a given amount of woody detritus would have to be dynamic, linking the live trees and the different forms of dead trees so as to compensate for losses caused by decomposition and fire. The plan would then be implemented and might consist of several interventions. Finally, the results of the action should be monitored for effectiveness (not just implementation) and a true adaptive management system should be put in place. The latter system will have real costs in money, time, and training, but will be necessary to really assess if things are working as anticipated.
This, admittedly, is a “fine filter” approach that emphasizes small scale processes and patterns. There is no reason, however, why it could not be coupled with a “coarser filter” landscape level view of the system. In fact the assessment of the landscape context would probably be the most logical point to reconcile these two perspectives.

Science needs

Despite the need to improve our understanding of woody detritus dynamics in terms of mortality, decomposition, and consumption by fires we already have enough knowledge of these processes to make reasonable projections of temporal dynamics at the level of stands. The same cannot be said about the response functions that are required to match the amount of woody detritus to the expected level of functionality at the ecosystem or landscape level. Clearly science needs to make major progress in this arena within the next decade if we are to see a new management paradigm take root in the near future.

Unfortunately this is difficult research. In some cases it will be long-term. For example, we have made many assumptions about the irrelevance (and relevance) of woody detritus in the nutrient cycles of forests. But very few of these assumptions have actually been tested. Perhaps it is time they are tested. Equally problematical, but perhaps easier to solve in the short-term is the specific link between woody detritus and specific organisms (e.g., is it a nesting site, transport corridor, food source, etc.?). We need to be able to establish these relationships if we are to have any faith in the response functions that are generated. Harder, but by no means impossible, will be the design of experiments that actually test the response of various organisms to the abundance of woody detritus. This might be conducted using existing gradients in wood amounts or could be done in manipulative experiments where wood is either added or removed. One complicating factor is the ability of organisms to disperse between these treatments. Adding woody detritus to systems that are depleted might not result in a decline if the treatment area is too small. Finally, a landscape with an abundance of this material might not result in a response if the organisms cannot find or disperse to these locations. Conversely removing woody detritus in systems that actually test the response of various organisms to the abundance of woody detritus. This might be conducted using existing gradients in wood amounts or could be done in manipulative experiments where wood is either added or removed. One complicating factor is the ability of organisms to disperse between these treatments. Adding woody detritus to systems that are depleted might not result in a decline if the treatment area is too small. Finally, we need to understand the historic and present dynamics of woody detritus at the landscape scale. We are beginning to understand these dynamics at the level of forest stands and other landscape elements such as streams. We must build-up this understanding up to the landscape level so that we can predict how managed landscapes differ from historical ones.

Conclusions

We have come a great way in the last several decades in the management and understanding of woody detritus. While the creation of minimum standards has been a useful first step in acknowledging the ecological function of woody detritus, it is not the ultimate solution to the problem. Rather we need to develop a long-term, broad-scale view that is dynamic and that includes everything from proto-dead trees (you know them as live trees) to snags to logs to highly decomposed material that functions as soil organic matter. We also need to move away from arbitrarily setting amounts to a system based on the response of specific ecosystem function and species. This will be challenging to scientists and managers alike, but will be necessary if we intend to preserve, conserve, and restore the role of woody detritus in our forested landscapes.
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